❖ 2 Hair Restoration Facebook Ads
Facebook Ad Variant 1
As far as honesty is concerned, there’s something very wrong with the hair restoration
industry.
And it’s not like the advertisers in this space are outright lying...
The thing that most hair clinics carefully neglect is that the doctor/surgeon won’t be the
one performing these hair transplants.
In fact, there are many examples where there’s no involvement whatsoever on the
doctor’s part.
This is even more true in the case of the FUE method of surgery. In many instances,
your surgery will be handled by a person with no experience whatsoever on the surgery
side of things.
And this begs the question: “Who actually does the work?”
The answer?
Medical assistants who operate on a freelance basis. And the selection process pretty
much comes down to who’s available on any given day.
If a person is lucky, they might end up with an experienced technician. And if they’re
not, then that doesn’t happen.
And here’s the thing:
A huge portion of FUE surgeries in California are performed illegally, as per the
standards set by the American Hair Loss Association. And the fact of the matter is the
staff lack appropriate qualifications to lead those surgeries.
So, the point to note is that even if a restoration clinic has decent online reviews, there’s
a good probability that the medical personnel who were responsible for those reviews
aren’t the ones who are going to oversee your medical operation.

That being said, a lot of people are concerned about the price of hair restoration, and
everyone wants to feel like they are getting a good deal. And that’s completely
understandable.
Do bear in mind that each person has a limited amount of donor hair, and one bad
procedure can limit their options later down the road.
The thing to note is that once the donor hair gets used up, your options will begin to run
out.
The problem with seeking out cheaper treatment options is that it’s more likely that the
doctor ignores their duties, and hence the surgeon’s personal investment in the quality
of results falls.
There are only a countable number of surgeons in the world who can say that they
perform 100% of the graft harvesting AND 100% of the implanting of those grafts.
I happen to be one of them.
I’m extremely passionate about my work, and I absolutely insist on performing every
hair transplant myself, start to finish.
I also offer free consultations for anyone who'd like to meet me and decide if I’m the
right surgeon for them.

👉 Interested? Click the link below and complete the 30-second questionnaire
To health & happiness,
Dr. Christopher Varona
Varona Hair Restoration
Click here to get started: https://home.hairtransplantoffer.com/varona-fb/
Disclaimer: As with any medical or cosmetic procedure, individual results may vary
Headline: Ready To Say Goodbye To Thinning Hair? Book A Call Here

Facebook Ad Variant 2
There’s something very wrong with the hair restoration industry.
The hair restoration industry has a B-A-D relationship with honesty.
It’s not like they’re resorting to outright lies.
However, what they leave unsaid is that a doctor/surgeon won’t be performing most of
the hair transplant operations.
In fact, it’s not uncommon for them to have any involvement whatsoever with the entire
process.
This holds especially true for the FUE method of surgery.
And this brings the question:
“Who actually does the job?”
The answer— freelance medical assistants who’re hired depending on their availability.
In rare instances, the hair transplant operations are done by a team of experienced
technicians.
And, the thing to note is that:
A large portion of FUE surgeries in California fail to conform to legal protocols set by the
American Hair Loss Association, since the staff running these surgical procedures lack
the relevant qualifications for these jobs.
On top of that, hair restoration clinic reviews aren’t of much help either. That’s because
the team that earned those reviews may not be available for a later hair transplant
procedure.
Now, what stops many men from seeking hair restoration treatment is the price.
Everyone wants to cash in on a good deal.
But do keep in mind that every person has a limited amount of donor hair. A single bad
procedure can limit hair treatment options later down the road.

A general rule of thumb you should know is that the cheaper the hair transplant
treatment, the more likely that there’s no personal involvement of a qualified hair
surgeon. This in turn means that the quality of results obtained takes a hit.
Only a handful of surgeons in the world can claim that they perform 100% of the graft
harvesting AND 100% of the implanting of those grafts.
I am one of them.
I’m extremely passionate about my work, and I absolutely insist on performing every
hair transplant myself, start to finish.
That’s not all.
I also offer free consultations for anyone who'd like to meet me and decide if I’m the
right surgeon for them.

👉 Interested? Click the link below and complete the 30-second questionnaire
To health & happiness,
Dr. Christopher Varona
Varona Hair Restoration
Click here to get started: https://home.hairtransplantoffer.com/varona-fb/
Disclaimer: As with any medical or cosmetic procedure, individual results may vary
Headline: Ready To Say Goodbye To Thinning Hair? Book A Call Here

❖ 3 Facebook Ads Car Batteries
FB Ad Variation 1
Going out for family trips is a lot of fun.
But things can go downhill pretty fast if the car breaks down.
And I’m sure, nobody wants to spoil their vacation like that.

What’s worse – getting help in the middle of nowhere is hard.
Sure, you can ask strangers for help.
But they might not know anything about fixing car batteries in the first place.
That’s why, to overcome such situations, it’s good to have some experience with how to
fix car batteries yourself.
Also, don’t be scared.
Fixing car batteries is easier than we think.
I put together this detailed guide which gives you a proven system to fix dead car
batteries.
For a limited time only, I’m offering you this guide for a massive 25% discount.
Check it out here.
===> I want to enjoy battery-anxiety-free camping trips!
The guide teaches you the exact steps to follow if your car battery ever breaks down.
And anyone who goes through this guide can:
● Go out with friends on camping trips and long drives, and be the hero if hell
breaks loose
● Enjoy hassle-free camping trips with their family
Get yours today!

FB Ad Variation 2
There are two types of people in the world.
#1. People who think things happen to them
#2. People who make things happen
The first kind is the ones who give away their power. Let their surroundings dictate their
life.

The second kind goes on to do big things in life.
They use their strength to face all the challenges life gives them.
Nonetheless...
If you love the outdoors like me, chances are, you love camping.
But from what I’ve learned, outdoor trips can soon become a nightmare if our car battery
breaks down.
Sure, most of us know that it’s possible to fix car batteries.
But very few of us know how it works out.
To tackle such situations, having a working knowledge of fixing car batteries comes in
handy.
And that’s why, to overcome situations like these, it’s useful to have some experience
fixing car batteries yourself.
Also, don’t be scared.
Fixing car batteries is easier than you think.
To help you that, I’ve put together a detailed guide offering a proven system to fix dead
car batteries.
For a limited time only, I’m offering this guide for a huge 25% discount.
Check it out here.
===> I want to take ownership of my camping trips today!
This guide will teach you exactly what you need to stay prepared and enjoy your
vacation better.
Get yours right now.

FB Ad Angles Variation 3
The average car battery lasts around 4-6 years.
But there’s a catch.
If someone were to refurbish their car batteries, it’s possible to make it last for another
5-6 years with proper maintenance.
What’s more, reconditioning your car battery isn’t hard either.
In fact, you can actually refurbish your car battery with simple household items.
I lay out the entire process in my ultimate guide, “Second Life For Your Car Battery”
Imagine all the extra money you can save over the years.
For more info, click the link below to get started.

👇

www.xyz.com

❖ Balloon Sinuplasty, Hair transplant Ads
According to one study, sinusitis affects more than 37 million Americans each year.
Anyone who’s suffered from sinusitis will tell you just how unpleasant it can be.
For starters, you wake up first thing in the morning, and you have this terrible headache
that makes you second guess if there’s a ticking bomb inside your head.s
To make matters worse, sinusitis is also accompanied by a runny nose causing a “stuff”
-plugged feeling.
If any of the above resonates with you, then you are likely no stranger to sinusitis, and
all the medical baggage that comes along with it.
However, with the progress in medical science, doctors have come up with a solution to
significantly reduce, and in some instances eliminate sinus related issues entirely.*
It’s called Balloon Sinuplasty, and it’s compatible with most health insurance packages.
That being said, here’s a quick overview of how balloon sinuplasty works.

Balloon Sinuplasty is an outpatient procedure in which a small balloon is inserted with a
catheter into the sinus area.
Once inside, the balloon is inflated to open the blocked sinus cavity.
After this, the sinus can be rinsed and suctioned allowing the sinus to completely drain.
The balloon is completely removed and there is no uncomfortable packing left inside the
nose at the end of the procedure.
A local anesthetic is used to ensure that the patient experiences minimal discomfort
during the procedure.
Just like that, people are getting to resolve their sinus issues for good.
Right now, we are offering free insurance verification for people who are interested in
learning whether this life-changing procedure is right for them.
Here are the next steps to take:

✳️ Click the link below
✳️ Find the form & answer a few quick questions
✳️ Look for a text message from our staff
That’s it!

👉 Click Here to Get Started: https://visit.eoswellnesssurgerycenter.com/sinuplasty/
EOS Rejuvenation & EOS Wellness Center
Beverly Hills, CA
Or for faster service, call now: (424) 391-3924
*As with any medical treatment or procedure, individual results may vary and cannot be
guaranteed
Headline: Say Goodbye to Stuffy Nose and Pressure Headaches Today!

Ad Variant-3 for Balloon Sinuplasty

Anyone who’s suffered from sinusitis will tell you just how unpleasant it can be. The
situation gets even more unbearable when medicines fail to give you relief.

🏥

In situations like these, patients who’ve diagnosed with sinusitis,
responding to medications may want to consider sinuplasty.

🤧 but who’re not

Sinuplasty is an outpatient procedure in which a small balloon is inserted with a catheter
into the sinus area.
Once inside, the balloon is inflated to open the blocked sinus cavity.
After this, the sinus can be rinsed and suctioned allowing the sinus to completely drain.
The balloon is completely removed and there is no uncomfortable packing left inside the
nose at the end of the procedure.
A local anesthetic is used to ensure that the patient experiences minimal discomfort
during the procedure.
Just like that, people are getting to resolve their sinus issues for good.
Right now, we are offering free insurance verification for people who are interested in
learning whether this life-changing procedure is right for them.
Here are the next steps to take:

✳️ Click the link below
✳️ Find the form & answer a few quick questions
✳️ Look for a text message from our staff
That’s it!

👉 Click Here to Get Started: https://visit.eoswellnesssurgerycenter.com/sinuplasty/
EOS Rejuvenation & EOS Wellness Center
Beverly Hills, CA
Or for faster service, call now: (424) 391-3924

*As with any medical treatment or procedure, individual results may vary and cannot be
guaranteed

Why Should You Consider Us For Your Sinuplasty Operations?

✳️
✳️
✳️

Our balloon sinuplasty specialists have over 15 years of experience in this field.
We maintain strict COVID-19 Safety Precautions & Cleanliness Standards
Amazing Reviews on RealSelf, Yelp, & Google

Headline: Say Goodbye to Stuffy Nose and Pressure Headaches Today!

Ad variant for hair transplant
New Ad Copy:
“There’s nothing more attractive than an ambitious man.” is a quote that’s popular in our
culture.
While the quote has its own merits, it’s kind of contextual…
...I mean is an ambitious man with bald spots, thinning hair, and a receding hairline
attractive?
Ask any woman the same question, and most likely the answer you are going to receive
is a big fat NO.
The point being…
...the moment a man starts losing hair, his overall attractiveness takes a direct hit. Their
confidence levels and overall presentability drop.
Now, many men in a pithy attempt to overcome such scenarios try to cover up with hats.
But eventually most men get tired of wearing hats. What’s more, the ridicule is still there.
Even though they're trying to hide their baldness from the world, the ridicule plastered
on people’s faces says it all.
Which is why, hair transplantation is a much more effective and elegant solution to
dealing with hairloss.

That being said, allow me to introduce myself.
Hi, I’m Dr. Rubinstein
I’ve helped 1000’s of men feel confident about their hair again.
For years, I’ve helped them to be excited by what they see in the mirror.
I perform a restoration procedure that’s:
- Minimally-invasive
- Very Safe
- Permanent
- Virtually pain free
- Natural looking
And it can fill in the thinning areas of hair, and even recreate a natural hairline.*
We’ve performed literally thousands of these successful hair transplants.
For anyone dealing with hair thinning or a receding hairline,
Please... do number 1 a favor and come see me.
I’d love to chat about hair goals, and discuss the best treatment plan that will restore the
hair that was lost.
No obligations. No B.S. sales pressure (nobody likes that)
-Dr. Rubinstein
Miami, FL
Click here to get started: https://home.hairtransplantoffer.com/rubinstein/
Or, for faster service, call now: (305) 614-6766
*As with any medical or cosmetic procedure, individual results may vary.

Headline:
Men’s Hair Restoration That’s Natural, Permanent And Minimally Responsive
Say Goodbye To Male Pattern Baldness Today!

Ad 3
Facebook Ad Copy:
It pains me to no end when I see friends taking photographs, making memories and
having a good time.
But there’s this single person who’s unable to join in on the fun because they are
self-conscious and insecure about the way their nose looks.
And I kind of understand their plight.
Because I am a cosmetologist, who’s been actively working in the trenches of nose
corrective surgery, I know just how insecure a less-than-average looking nose can make
you feel.
It’s not just the insecurity.
Nose misalignment can also manifest itself through breathing problems that affect the
quality of your life.
But present medical technology makes it possible for us to remodel the nose entirely
through corrective nose surgery.
Now, if you are thinking about cosmetic or corrective surgery for your nose, please hear
me out.
I am Dr. Ward., and I have been practicing cosmetic surgery on the nose for the past X
years.
Having helped thousands of women get rid of their deep-rooted insecurities about their
nose, I can say one thing…

If you’re considering corrective surgery for your nose, you will want to find a doctor you
can rely on…
Imagine moving forward with your nose surgery with an inexperienced nose surgeon
only to find out that they have made a total mess out of your face…
...what’s worse, you can’t really blame them. Because they are still newbies in this field,
it’s only natural for them to make mistakes.
So, tip number, go with a doctor who’s got your back.
Quick tip number 2: Go with a doctor with plenty of experience. It’s simply a terrible
idea to let a greenhorn do your nose correction surgery — I mean so much could go
wrong!
Anyways, if nose corrective surgery is something you are considering, we’d like you to
know that we have decades of experience in the field, and we only hire the smartest,
brightest specialists. We take our reputation VERY seriously.
Here’s what to do next:
Click on the link down below to provide the needed information.
After that, someone from our office will get in contact to schedule an informative
consultation (minus the sales pressure.)
During the virtual consultation, we’ll discuss goals and I’ll be up-front and honest about
whether we can help achieve them or not.
In fact, we’ve had people come see us for the initial consultation who end up thanking
us for being honest with them, because they’ve had bad experiences with other
cosmetic doctors who tried too hard to “sell” them a procedure.
After the virtual consultation, patients can go home and consult their significant other,
check your finances, etc., and then come back whenever they're ready.
Sounds good? Great, talk soon.
To health and happiness,

Dr. P. Daniel Ward
Ward MD
Salt Lake City
Click Here to Get Started: http://bit.ly/WardRhinoplasty
Current Ad Copy:
No more feeling self-conscious.
No more hiding from cameras.
No more photoshopping pictures.
No more overcompensating with makeup.
No more breathing issues.
Hi, allow me to introduce myself.
I am Dr. Ward.
I’ve helped thousands of women feel attractive again.
For decades, I’ve helped them to feel proud of what they see in the mirror.
It’s what gets me excited to come to work in the morning…
Listen, when considering cosmetic or corrective surgery for the nose, it’s important to
find a doctor that is trustworthy.
It’s also important to go with a doctor that has experience. Don't be someone’s first
nose-job or facelift!
As I mentioned, we have decades of experience in the field, and we only hire the
smartest, brightest specialists. We take our reputation VERY seriously.
Here’s what to do next:
Click on the link down below to provide the needed information.

After that, someone from our office will get in contact to schedule an informative
consultation (minus the sales pressure.)
During the virtual consultation, we’ll discuss goals and I’ll be up-front and honest about
whether we can help achieve them or not.
In fact, we’ve had people come see us for the initial consultation who end up thanking
us for being honest with them, because they’ve had bad experiences with other
cosmetic doctors who tried too hard to “sell” them a procedure.
After the virtual consultation, patients can go home and consult their significant other,
check your finances, etc., and then come back whenever they're ready.
Sounds good? Great, talk soon.
To health and happiness,
Dr. P. Daniel Ward
Ward MD
Salt Lake City
Click Here to Get Started: http://bit.ly/WardRhinoplasty
Or for faster service, call now: 801-335-6350
*As with any medical or cosmetic procedure, individual results may vary

Headlines
Get The Nose Your Face Deserves With Cosmetic Rhinoplasty
Look Like A Goddess With Cosmetic Rhinoplasty

